Keep your business
humming no matter
what happens.
When disruptions occur in
your environment, you and
your workforce need to be
ready. We can help.

Louisiana 2019
Hurricane curbs oil and
gas production by 50%

Japan 2016
Earthquake closes
car factories. $277M lost.

Brazil 2013
Protests interrupt
textile supply chain

Cisco has the solutions to crisis-proof
your business—securely.
Only Cisco has the integrated and
comprehensive portfolio you need to
ensure secure remote connectivity and
collaboration during business disruptions.

Dispersed teams
When you enable teams at
different locations to
collaborate virtually and run the
company effectively with
enhanced communications,
here’s what happens:

Oil and gas
Reduced staff maintenance crews in the field can
work via secure video with offsite engineering teams.

Manufacturing
Sales teams can teleconference with shipping to
move orders.

Utilities
Power plant workers can maintain day-to-day
operations through coordination with offsite team
workers, securely.

Remote expert
When you give on-site
engineers, operators, and field
workers access to high-level
oversight and detailed
guidance from experts far
away, here’s what happens:

Oil and gas
Workers at the wellhead can troubleshoot
instrumentation issues via secure teleconference with
a remote advisor.

Manufacturing
Maintenance workers can fine-tune changeovers
and fix problems by consulting step by step with an
expert at another plant.

Utilities
Utility crew at a substation can video chat securely
with a supervisor while running system diagnostics.

Remote
operations
When you provide critical
visibility and remote access
into physical production
operations, here’s what
happens:

Oil and gas
Reduced staff maintenance crews in the field can
work via secure video with offsite engineering teams.

Manufacturing
Sales teams can teleconference with shipping to
move orders.

Utilities
Power plant workers can maintain day-to-day
operations through coordination with offsite team
workers, securely.

Keep your operations resilient.
Your workforce productive. Your
business safe.

Find out more about industrial Workforce Continuity
with Cisco at:
Oil and gas

www.cisco.com/go/oilandgas

Manufacturing

www.cisco.com/go/manufacturing

Utilities

www.cisco.com/go/utilities

